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3R0BLEM TO BE SOLVED: To provide a compact semiconductor device with

satisfactory plating bonding strength which can be easily manufactured by laminating

semiconductor chips through adhesive, forming an insulating film on the inner wall of a

/ia formed in the semiconductor chip, and electrically connecting the electrodes of

jach semiconductor chip by the conductor of plating packed in the via, and a method
:or manufacturing this semiconductor device and electronics using this semiconductor

ievice.

SOLUTION: In this semiconductor device, a plurality of semiconductor chips are

aminated so as to be multHayered, and the plurality of semiconductor chips are

bonded through adhesive so as to be multi-layered. An insulating film is formed on the

nner wall of a via formed in the semiconductor chip, and the via is packed with plating

This plating forms a conductor for connecting the electrode of each semiconductor

-hip, and each semiconductor chip is electrically connected.
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JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any

damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.

2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.4n the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim 1] The semiconductor device characterized by preparing the conductor of plating which is filled up with plating in beer and connects the

ele'ctrode of each semiconductor chip while giving the insulator layer to the beer wall opened in the semiconductor chip in the semiconductor device

which pasted up two or more semiconductor chips with adhesives, and was multilayered.

[Claim 2] The semiconductor device characterized by only for the predetermined diameter having removed the adhesives of a beer wall, having

exposed the top face of an electrode, having heated the semiconductor chip, and preparing the conductor of plating which is filled up with plating for

an insulator layer in beer with ******, and connects the electrode of each semiconductor chip to a beer wall in the semiconductor device which

pasted up two or more semiconductor chips with adhesives, and was multilayered after opening beer in a semiconductor chip.

[Claim 3] The semiconductor device characterized by being filled up with plating and preparing a conductor in beer in claim 1 or a semiconductor

device according to claim 2 after inserting a plug in the soffit section of beer.

[Claim 4] The semiconductor device characterized by preparing the conductor of plating which connects the electrode of each semiconductor chip of

the vertical single tier which exposed the electrode of the side-face end face of each semiconductor chip with ******, and exposed the insulator

layer in the side face of the semiconductor chip which carried out the laminating of two or more semiconductor chips in the semiconductor device

pasted up and multilayered with adhesives.

[Claim 5] the process which pastes up two or more semiconductor chips with adhesives, and multilayers, the process which open beer in a

semiconductor chip, the process which heat a semiconductor chip and form an insulator layer in a beer wall, the process which etch the inside of beer

and expose an electrode, and the process which insert a semiconductor chip in a plating bath, are filled up with plating, form a conductor in beer, and

connect the electrode of each semiconductor chip electrically — since — the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by to

become.
[Claim 6] The process which pastes up two or more semiconductor chips with adhesives, and is multilayered, and the process which opens beer in a

semiconductor chip, The process which removes the adhesives of a beer wall with a solvent and exposes an electrode top face, and the process

which heats a semiconductor chip and forms an insulator layer in a beer wall, the process which etches the inside of beer and exposes an electrode,

and the process which inserts a semiconductor chip in a plating bath, is filled up with plating, forms a conductor in beer, and connects an electrode

electrically — since — the manufacture approach of the semiconductor device characterized by becoming.

[Claim 7] The process which pastes up two or more semiconductor chips with adhesives, and is multilayered, and the process which carries out

grinding of the side face of a semiconductor chip, The process which heats a semiconductor chip and forms an insulator layer in a side face, and the

process which exposes the electrode of a side-face edge, the process which applies a plating inhibitor and forms a slot out of the location individual

reason of the vertical single tier of an electrode, and the process which forms the conductor which inserts a semiconductor chip in a plating bath, fills

up a slot with plating, and connects the electrode of each semiconductor chip electrically — since — the manufacture approach of the semiconductor

device characterized by becoming.

[Claim 8] Electronic equipment characterized by having a semiconductor device according to claim 1 to 7.

[Translation done.]
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* NOTICES *

JPO and NCIPI are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original precisely.
2.**** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.1n the drawings, any words are not translated.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]
J

[Field of the Invention] This invention relates to a semiconductor device, its manufacture approach, and electronic equipment, especially, the
laminating of the semiconductor chip is carried out with an easy configuration, and manufacture is easily related with the miniaturized good insulating
semiconductor device, its manufacture approach, and electronic equipment
[0002]

[Description of the Prior Art] Advanced features and a miniaturization of a semiconductor device are attained by arranging two or more
semiconductor chips and a multi chip package (Multi Chip Package) taking in recent years into one package, with high-performance-izing of electronic
equipment, and a miniaturization. And there is a laminating mold (stacked) MCP which carried out the laminating of the flat-surface mold MCP with
which two or more semiconductor chips were put in order superficially, and two or more semiconductor chips in the thickness direction in a multi chip
package (MCP). Since the flat-surface mold MCP which was able to put the semiconductor chip in order superficially needs a large component-side
product, its contribution to the miniaturization of electronic equipment is small. For this reason, development of the laminating mold MCP which
carried out the laminating of the semiconductor chip is performed briskly. After closing a semiconductor chip given in JP,6-37250,A or JP,6-204399,A
in a package as this example, it puts vertically, and there is a technique which forms a module by performing electrical installation during a package
using a wire, or the Bahia hall and a through hole.

[0003]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention] However, in this conventional laminating mold MCP, in JP.6-37250.A, when connecting mutually the
semiconductor chip which carried out the laminating electrically, the terminal area was formed in the periphery section of each semiconductor chip,
and between the terminal areas of each chip is connected with the wire. For this reason, the semiconductor chip which carries out a laminating must
make size small, so that it goes upwards, and the electrical installation between semiconductor chips not only becomes complicated, but accumulation
effectiveness and mounting effectiveness fall. Moreover, when the degree of integration of a semiconductor chip is raised, there is a possibility of
between wires becoming small and producing a short circuit between wires.

[0004] Moreover, in JP,6-204399,A, since it is necessary to form the Bahia hall and a through hole in order to perform an interlayer connection, in

order to carry out as follows, there is a problem that a manufacture process becomes complicated. That is, the laminating mold MCP connects a
semiconductor chip and a wiring substrate electrically, in case it makes the laminating mold MCP, it creates two or more chip carriers used as a
laminating unit, and it pastes up this chip carrier, a capacitor film, a heat-conduction substrate, and the package base on an adhesive film. And
electrical installation between the components which formed and carried out the laminating of the through hole, and were pasted up is performed. At
this time, there is a problem that manufacture processes, such as a hole of the Bahia hall or a through hole, alignment between layers, and
improvement in each process tolerance of an exact drilling location, are difficult in processing of the Bahia hall or a through hole.
[0005] With the conductor of plating with which it was filled up in beer, after this invention gives an insulator layer to the beer wall opened in the
semiconductor chip while carrying out the laminating of the semiconductor chip with adhesives paying attention to the above-mentioned conventional
trouble, since it connected the electrode of each semiconductor chip electrically, manufacture is easy, plating bond strength is good, and it aims at
offering a small semiconductor device, its manufacture approach, and the electronic equipment usine this
[0006]

[Means for Solving the Problem] In order to attain the above-mentioned object while giving an insulator layer to the beer wall opened in the
semiconductor chip in the semiconductor device which pasted up two or more semiconductor chips with adhesives, and was multilayered in the 1st
semiconductor device concerning this invention, it is filled up with plating in beer and made the configuration which prepared the conductor of plating
which connects the electrode of each semiconductor chip.

[0007] Thus, since constituted this invention serves as a conductor which it fills up with the inside of beer and flows through the electrical and
electric equipment while plating is performed to the electrode arranged in the beer of each semiconductor chip, it can conduct current to each
semiconductor chip regardless of gap of the size of a beer diameter or the hole location of beer.
[0008] In the semiconductor device which pasted up two or more semiconductor chips with adhesives, and was multilayered in the 2nd semiconductor
device concerning this invention, after opening beer in a semiconductor chip, only a predetermined diameter removes the adhesives of a beer wall, the
top face of an electrode is exposed, and a semiconductor chip is heated, and a beer wall is filled up with plating for an insulator layer in beer with
******* and '* is made the configuration which prepared the conductor of plating which connects the electrode of each semiconductor chip.
[0009] Thus, the electric flow is still better, while the plane-of^composition product of an electrode and plating becomes large and increases the
reinforcement of a joint, since the electrode with which constituted this invention was arranged in the beer of each semiconductor chip serves as a
conductor which it fills up with the inside of beer and flows through the electrical and electric equipment while plating is performed to a beer wall and
an electrode top face. Moreover, since the plane-ol^composition product of an electrode and plating becomes large, further regardless of gap of the
size of a beer diameter or the hole location of beer, current can be conducted to each semiconductor chip.

[0010] Moreover, after the semiconductor device concerning the above-mentioned invention inserts a plug in the soffit section of beer, it is desirable
for it to be filled up with plating and to prepare a conductor in beer.

[001 1] Thus, constituted this invention can aim at compaction of plating time amount while it becomes easy to plate since plating is performed also
from the plug in beer in addition to an electrode and it is filled up with the inside of beer.

[0012] The 3rd semiconductor device concerning this invention is made the configuration which prepared the conductor which connects the electrode
of each semiconductor chip of the vertical single tier which exposed the electrode of the side-face end face of each semiconductor chip with ******,
and exposed the insulator layer by plating, and is connected electrically in the side face of the semiconductor chip which carried out the laminating of
two or more semiconductor chips in the semiconductor device which pasted up with adhesives and was multilayered.
[0013] Thus, constituted this invention connects electrically the electrode exposed to the side-face end face of each semiconductor chip, and writes
it as a conductor, and a component-side product becomes small. Moreover, in order to process the side-face end face of each semiconductor chip
and to form a conductor, from the exterior, processing is possible and manufacture becomes easy.
[0014] The manufacture approach of the 1st semiconductor device concerning this invention The process which pastes up two or more
semiconductor chips with adhesives, and is multilayered, and the process which opens beer in a semiconductor chip, The process which heats a
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semiconductor chip and forms an insulator layer in a beer wall, and the process which etches the inside of beer and exposes an electrode, the process

which inserts a semiconductor chip in a plating bath, is filled up with plating, forms a conductor in beer, and connects the electrode of each

semiconductor chip electrically — since — he is trying to become

[001 5] In order for this invention manufactured by such approach to fill up the inside of beer with plating, to form a conductor, to connect the

electrode of each semiconductor chip with a conductor and to connect each semiconductor chip electrically, Since current can be conducted to each

semiconductor chip regardless of the precision of the size of a beer diameter, or the hole location of beer, after manufacturing beer to it as it opens in

the semiconductor chip which carried out the laminating, or opening beer in a semiconductor chip, it may be made to carry out a laminating. Since the

laminating of a semiconductor chip may be made according to a product and you may fall the precision of the beer diameter or a hole location by this,

manufacture becomes easy.

[0016] The manufacture approach of the 2nd semiconductor device concerning this invention The process which pastes up two or more

semiconductor chips with adhesives, and is multilayered, and the process which opens beer in a semiconductor chip, The process which removes the

adhesives of a beer wall with a solvent and exposes an electrode top face, and the process which heats a semiconductor chip and forms an insulator

layer in a beer wall, the process which etches the inside of beer and exposes an electrode, and the process which inserts a semiconductor chip in a

plating bath, is filled up with plating, forms a conductor in beer, and connects an electrode electrically — since — he is trying to become

[0017] In this invention manufactured by such approach, since the adhesives on the top face of an electrode can remove easily the electrode arranged

in the beer of each semiconductor chip with a solvent, the plane-of-composition product of an electrode and plating can be enlarged easily, and

junction processing becomes easy. Since the plane-of-composition product of the conductor which consists of an electrode and plating becomes

large, the electric flow is still better. Moreover, like the above, since the plane-of-composition product of an electrode and plating becomes large,

**** and also manufacture which can conduct current to each semiconductor chip further regardless of the precision of the size of a beer diameter

or the hole location of beer become easy.

[0018] The manufacture approach of the 3rd semiconductor device concerning this invention The process which pastes up two or more

semiconductor chips with adhesives, and is multilayered, and the process which carries out grinding of the side face of a semiconductor chip, The

process which heats a semiconductor chip and forms an insulator layer in a side face, and the process which exposes the electrode of a side-face

edge, the process which applies a plating inhibitor and forms a slot out of the location individual reason of the vertical single tier of an electrode, and

the process which forms the conductor which inserts a semiconductor chip in a plating bath, fills up a slot with plating, and connects the electrode of

each semiconductor chip electrically — since — he is trying to become
[0019] In this invention manufactured by such approach, since the electrode arranged in the side-face edge of each semiconductor chip serves as a

conductor with which plating is performed to the slot formed by the plating inhibitor, processing of hole dawn etc. becomes unnecessary and

manufacture is still easier. Moreover, since it is considering as the conductor which fills up a slot with plating and connects each semi-conductor

CHIBBU electrically and current can be conducted to each semiconductor chip regardless of the size of a slot, or the precision of a semiconductor

chip, manufacture becomes easy. Moreover, in order to process the side-face end face of each semiconductor chip and to form a conductor, from the

exterior, processing is possible and manufacture becomes easy.

[0020] Moreover, as for the electronic equipment concerning this invention, it is desirable to have the semiconductor device of the above-mentioned

configuration.

[0021] Thus, since the manufacture of a semiconductor device is small easily and constituted this invention becomes cheap, it can obtain small and

cheap electronic equipment.

[0022]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Below, the gestalt of desirable operation of the semiconductor device concerning this invention, its manufacture

approach, and electronic equipment is explained at a detail according to an accompanying drawing.

[0023] the part which carried out the laminating of the semiconductor chip 1 1 of the semiconductor device 1 which drawing 1 requires for the

operation gestalt of this invention — a part of that drawing 6 explains the production process of the 1 st example of a semiconductor chip 1 1 from a

sideH_ce sectional view, the perspective view to which drawing 2 carried out the laminating of the semiconductor chip 1 1 of a semiconductor device

1, and drawing 3 sake — a part of that drawing 10 explains the production process of the 2nd example of a semiconductor chip 1 1 from a side-face

sectional view and drawing 7 sake — it is a side-face sectional view.

[0024] In drawing 1 or drawing 2 , the electrode 1 5 set to whole surface side 1 3a of the silicon single crystal substrate 1 3 (henceforth a substrate 1 3)

with which the semiconductor chip 1 1 which constitutes a semiconductor device 1 (shown in drawing 17 ) serves as a substrate from aluminum is

vapor-deposited. The laminating of the chip of two or more semiconductor chips 1 1, for example, 1st semiconductor chip 11a. 2nd semiconductor chip

11b, 3rd semiconductor chip 11c, and — is carried out, and the semiconductor device 1 is constituted. Below, the thing of each 1st semiconductor

chip 11a, 2nd semiconductor chip 11b, 3rd semiconductor chip 1 1c, and — which summarized the whole is called semiconductor chip 1 1.

[0025] As for each semiconductor chip 1 1, two or more electrodes 15, for example, 1st electrode 15a, 2nd electrode 15b, 3rd electrode 15c, and —
are vapor-deposited. 2nd electrode 1 5b is connected by 2nd conductor 1 7b, and 3rd electrode 1 5c is further connected electrically for 1 st

semiconductor chip 1 la by which the laminating is carried out, 2nd semiconductor chip 11b, 3rd semiconductor chip 1 1c, and 1st electrode 15a of —
by 1st conductor 17a by 3rd conductor 17c again.

[0026] Moreover, 1st semiconductor chip 11a, 2nd semiconductor chip 11b, 3rd semiconductor chip 11c, and — paste up the meantime by the

adhesives 21 which consist of an insulating material, for example, 1st adhesives 21a, 2nd adhesives 21b, and — , and the laminating is carried out. In

addition, although the electrode 1 5 was formed in one side of the graphic display upside of a substrate 1 3 and the circuit which is not illustrated was

constituted from an above-mentioned example, the circuit which forms an electrode 1 5 in both sides and is not illustrated on both sides may be

constituted.

[0027] This semiconductor chip 1 1 is manufactured at the process of the 1 st example like drawing 3 and drawing 6 . First, as shown in drawing 1 , the

electrode 15 which consists of aluminum, for example, 1st electrode 15a, 2nd electrode 15b, and 3rd electrode 15c— are vapor-deposited by whole

surface side of substrate 13 13a. The insulator layer of Si02 which is not illustrated may be formed in the front face of the substrate 13 of this whole

surface side 13a.

[0028] Next, as shown in drawing 3 , the beer 25 which penetrated 1st semiconductor chip 1 1a, 2nd semiconductor chip 11b, 3rd semiconductor chip

11c, — and 1st adhesives 21a, 2nd adhesives 21b, and — with the drill which does not illustrate a semiconductor chip 11 in the electrode 15 of

aluminum is opened. For example, by the bus line, as for this electrode 15, a hole is opened in width of face of 100 micrometers with a drill with a

diameter of 50 micrometers. The semiconductor chip 1 1 with which this beer 25 was opened is heated at predetermined temperature.

[0029] Consequently, as shown in drawing 4 , the insulator layer 27 of Si02 is formed in the wall of the beer 25 of a substrate 1 3. Moreover, the

oxidation aluminum film 29 is formed in the electrode 1 5 of the aluminum of beer 25. Next, the oxidization aluminum film 29 formed in the aluminum

electrode 1 5 of beer 25 is removed by selective etching as shown in drawing 5 .

[0030] While the insulator layer 27 of Si02 is formed in the substrate 1 3 of the wall of beer 25, as it performs and fills up with coppering and the inside

of the beer 25 of the semiconductor chip 1 1 with which the oxidization aluminum film 29 was removed and the aluminum electrode 1 5 was exposed is

shown in drawing 6 , a conductor 17 (1st conductor 17a [ which is shown in drawing 1 ], 2nd conductor 17b, 3rd conductor 17c, — ) is formed.

Thereby, as shown in drawing 1 , 2nd electrode 1 5b is connected by 2nd conductor 1 7b, and 3rd electrode 1 5c is further connected electrically for 1 st

semiconductor chip 11a, 2nd semiconductor chip 1 1b, 3rd semiconductor chip 11c, and 1st electrode 15a of — by 1st conductor 17a by 3rd conductor

17c again.

[0031] While the plug 33 (shown in drawing 1 ) which becomes the end section of the hole of beer 25 from ingredients, such as copper, is inserted, this
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coppering After one side of the electrode for plating which is not illustrated to a plug 33 is connected and the electrode for plating of another side is *

inserted in plating liquid it inserts in the plating bath which is not illustrated — having — a semiconductor chip 1 1 — the hole of beer 25 — plating is

grown up inside, it is filled up and 1st conductor 17a, 2nd conductor 17b, 3rd conductor 17c, and — are formed in it. This plug 33 can be used as an
electrode of a semiconductor device 1 . moreover, the plating bath which is not illustrated after one side of the electrode for plating is connected to
the electrode 15 of a semiconductor chip 1 1 as other examples, without using a plug 33 and the electrode for plating of another side is inserted in

plating liquid — inserting — the hole of beer 25 — plating is grown up inside, it is filled up and 1st conductor 17a, 2nd conductor 17b, 3rd conductor

1 7c, and — are formed in it.

[0032] In the above-mentioned example, although between each semiconductor chip 1 1 was opened with the drill after [ each 1st semiconductor chip

11a 2nd semiconductor chip 11b, 3rd semiconductor chip 11c, and — ] it pasted up by 1st adhesives 21a, 2nd adhesives 21b, and — , beer 25 After

[1st semiconductor chip 11a, 2nd semiconductor chip 11b, 3rd semiconductor chip 11c, and — ] opening the hole of beer 25 in each, you may make it

form the beer 25 which used the fixture and was penetrated. At this time, temporarily, since [ of 1st semiconductor chip 11a, 2nd semiconductor chip*

11b, 3rd semiconductor chip 11c, and — ] plating is filled up even if the hole of beer 25 shifts to each, the conductor 17 connected electrically can be
formed. Therefore, the precision of the perforation location of beer 25 can fall and manufacture becomes easy.

[0033] Next, the process of the 2nd example of manufacturing the semiconductor chip 1 1 with which a semiconductor device 1 (shown in drawing 1

7

}

is constituted is explained. In the 1st example, while forming the insulator layer 27 of Si02 in the substrate 13, after the oxidization aluminum film 29
of the aluminum electrode 15 is removed and exposed to the wall of the hole of beer 25, coppering is performed and the semiconductor chip 11 forms
the conductor. r

[0034] On the other hand, in the 2nd example, while only the specified quantity removes 1 st adhesives 21 a of the top face of the electrode 1 5 which
touches beer 25, 2nd adhesives 21b, and — , also exposing the top face of an electrode 15 and pasting up a semiconductor chip 11, after heating a

semiconductor chip 11 and giving an insulator layer to a substrate 13, coppering is performed and the semiconductor chip 11 forms the conductor.

[0035] First, as shown in drawing 1 like the 1 st example, the electrode 1 5 which consists of aluminum is vapor-deposited by whole surface side of

substrate 13 13a. The insulator layer of Si02 which is not illustrated may be formed in the substrate 13 of this whole surface side 13a. Moreover, as
shown in drawing 1 like the 1st example, the beer 25 which penetrated 1st semiconductor chip 11a, 2nd semiconductor chip 1 1b, 3rd semiconductor
chip 11c, — and 1st adhesives 21a, 2nd adhesives 21b, and — with the drill which is not illustrated to an electrode 15 is opened.
[0036] Next, as the graphic display upside (Ma) of 1 st electrode 1 5a and 2nd electrode 1 5b shows the semiconductor chip 1 1 with which beer 25 was
opened to drawing 7 with the organic solvent which fuses insulating 1st adhesives 21a, 2nd adhesives 21 b r and — , only the specified quantity

(diameter Da) is removed, and an electrode top face is exposed. This semiconductor chip 11 is heated at predetermined temperature. Consequently,
as shown in drawing 8 , the insulator layer 27 of Si02 is formed in the substrate 13 of beer 25. Before removing like the 1st example and heating a
semiconductor chip 1 1 at predetermined temperature after the oxidation aluminum film 29 is formed, the antioxidant is applied to the graphic display

top face of an electrode 15, and the inner surface of beer 25, and you may make it prevent generating of an oxide film in the electrode 15 of the

aluminum in beer 25.

[0037] Next, the oxidization aluminum film 29 formed in the aluminum electrode 15 of beer 25 is removed by selective etching as shown in drawing 9 .

While the insulator layer 27 of Si02 is formed in the substrate 13 of beer 25, in the beer 25 of the semiconductor chip 1 1 with which the oxidation

aluminum film 29 was removed, or generating of an oxide film was prevented, and the aluminum electrode 15 was exposed, it performs and fills up with
coppering, and as shown in drawing 10 , a conductor 17 (1st conductor 17a [ which is shown in drawing 1 ], 2nd conductor 17b, 3rd conductor 17c, —

)

is formed. Thereby/as shown in drawing 1 , 2nd electrode 15b is connected by 2nd conductor 17b, and 3rd electrode 15c is further connected
electrically for 1st semiconductor chip 11a, 2nd semiconductor chip 11b, 3rd semiconductor chip 1 1c, and 1st electrode 15a of— by 1st conductor
1 7a by 3rd conductor 17c again.

[0038] Conductivity becomes good, while the amount of adhesion of the part from which the specified quantity was removed for insulating 1 st

adhesives 21a, 2nd adhesives 21b, and — with the graphic display up side (Ma) of an electrode 15 of coppering increases with 1 st electrode 15a, 2nd
electrode 1 5b, and 3rd electrode 1 5c— and its bond strength increases in the 2nd example at this time. Since the manufacture approach of coppering
is the same as that of the 1 st example, explanation is omitted.

[0039] Although the organic solvent removed 1st adhesives 21a around beer 25, 2nd adhesives 21b, and — . they use a fixture etc. for the perimeter of
beer 25, and you may make it not apply only the part of the predetermined diameter Da (shown in drawing 7 ) in the above-mentioned example, so that
the top face of an electrode 1 5 may expose only the specified quantity.

[0040] Next, the process of the 3rd example of manufacturing the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes with which a semiconductor device
1 is constituted is explained.

[0041] a part of that drawing 16 explains the production process of the 3rd example of the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes from the
perspective view to which drawing 11 carried out the laminating of the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes of a semiconductor device 1

,

-n - drawing 12 sake — it is a side-face sectional view.

[0042] In the 1st example and the 2nd example, after opening beer 25 in the semiconductor chip 1 1 which carried out the laminating, while heating a

semiconductor chip 11 and giving an insulator layer to beer 25, it was plated and filled up in beer 25 and each electrodes 15a, 15b, and 15c and — are
electrically connected with the conductor 19 of each semiconductor chips 11a, 11b, and 11c and — which consists of plating within beer 25,

respectively.

[0043] On the other hand, in the 3rd example, the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes of a semiconductor device 1 performed plating of

1st semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes a by which the laminating was carried out, 2nd semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes b,

3rd semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes c, and — through which vapor-deposits the electrode 43 for side faces to a side face on the whole
surface, and the electrode 43 for side faces flows with the electrode 43 for side faces on a side face, formed the side-face conductor 45, and has
connected it electrically. Aluminum is vapor-deposited by whole surface side 13a of a substrate 13 to the side-face edge of a substrate 13, and the
electrode 43 for side faces had predetermined thickness on the side face, and is exposed to it. As for this electrode 43 for side faces, 1 st electrode of
side face 43a, 2nd electrode of side face 43b, 3rd electrode of side face 43c, and — are vapor-deposited by whole surface side 13a of a substrate 13.

Moreover, although this electrode 43 for side faces constituted the circuit which forms an electrode 43 in one side of the graphic display upside of a

substrate 1 3, and is not illustrated, it may constitute the circuit which forms an electrode 43 in both sides and is not illustrated on both sides like the
above.

[0044] 2nd electrode of side face 43b is connected by 2nd conductor of side face 45b, and 3rd electrode of side face 43c is further connected
electrically for 1st semiconductor chip 41for side-face electrodes a by which the laminating was carried out, 2nd semiconductor chip 41for side-face
electrodes b, 3rd semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes c, and 1st electrode of side face 43a of— by 1st conductor of side face 45a by 3rd
conductor of side face 45c again.

[0045] Moreover, 1st semiconductor chip 41for side-face electrodes a, 2nd semiconductor chip 41for side-face electrodes b, 3rd semiconductor chip
41 for side-face electrodes c, and — paste up the meantime by 1st adhesives 47for side-face electrodes a which consists of an insulating material,

2nd adhesives 47for side-face electrodes b, and — , and the laminating is carried out.

[0046] This semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes is manufactured at the process of the 3rd example like drawing 12 and drawing 16 . First,

as shown in drawing 12 , electrode 43a for side faces which consists of aluminum is vapor-deposited by whole surface side of substrate 13 13a to the
edge (Pa) of a substrate 1 3. It may be formed before the insulator layer of Si02 which is not illustrated except for the electrode 43 section pasting
the substrate 13 of this whole surface side 13a.

[0047] Next, as the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes is shown in drawing 12 , grinding of all the side faces (edge Pa) is carried out. As
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the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes by which grinding was carried out is shown in drawing 13 , it is heated at predetermined

temperature, and while the insulator layer 49 for side faces of Si02 is formed in all the side faces of the substrate 13 which consists of a silicon single

crystal which the electrode 43 for side faces has exposed, the oxidation aluminum film 51 for side faces is formed in the front face of the electrode 43

for side faces. The oxidization aluminum film 51 for side faces formed in the front face of this electrode 43 for side faces is removed by selective

etching as shown in drawing 14 .

[0048] Next, 1st semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes a by which the laminating was carried out, 2nd semiconductor chip 41 for side-face

electrodes b, As it leaves the vertical single tier of 3rd semiconductor chip 41for side-face electrodes c, and 1st electrode of side face 43a of —
,
the

vertical single tier of 2nd electrode of side face 43b, the vertical single tier of 3rd electrode of side face 43c, and the part of— that plates and is

shown in drawing 15 , the plating inhibitor 53 is applied to other side faces, and the slot 55 of bonnet each vertical single tier is formed.

[0049] While the insulator layer 49 for side faces of Si02 is formed in the side face of a substrate 13, a conductor 45 is formed in the edge (Pa) of 2nd

semiconductor chip 41for side-face electrodes b, 3rd semiconductor chip 41for side-face electrodes c, and — , as it performs and fills up with

coppering and the slot 55 of the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes with which the oxidization aluminum film 51 for side faces was

removed, and the electrode 43 for side faces was exposed is shown in drawing 16 . Thereby, as shown in drawing 1

1

,
2nd electrode of side face 43b is

connected by 2nd conductor of side face 45b, and 3rd electrode of side face 43c is further connected electrically for 1st semiconductor chip 41for

siaWace electrodes a, 2nd semiconductor chip 41for side-face electrodes b, 3rd semiconductor chip 41for side-face electrodes c, and 1st electrode

of side face 43a of — by 1st conductor of side face 45a by 3rd conductor of side face 45c again.

[0050] After one side of the electrode for plating which is not illustrated to the electrode 43 for side faces of the semiconductor chip 41 for side^ace

electrodes is connected and the electrode for plating of another side is inserted in plating liquid, as this coppering is inserted in the plating bath which

is not illustrated and is shown in drawing 1

1

In the vertical single tier of 1st electrode of side face 43a, the vertical single tier of 2nd electrode of side

face 43b, the vertical single tier of 3rd electrode of side face 43c, and — ,
plating is grown up, it is filled up and 1st semiconductor chip 41for side-face

electrodes a, 2nd semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes b, 3rd semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes c, and — are formed.

[0051] Although grinding of the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes which carried out the laminating was carried out in the above-

mentioned example, the laminating of what carried out grinding may be carried out with the adhesives 47 for side-face electrodes, and grinding may be

omitted. Moreover, although the electrode 43 for side faces showed the example vapor-deposited so that it may expose to the edge of a substrate 1 3,

you may make it expose it by grinding, without making it expose to an edge.

[0052] As shown in drawing 17 , when each unified semiconductor chip 1 1 and the semiconductor chip 41 for side-face electrodes slush the mould

resin 57 of predetermined thickness, a semiconductor device 1 is formed. Moreover, it is constituted so that it may connect with the exterior and an

electric target from the upper and lower sides of the plug 33 bottom, a conductor 1 7, and a conductor 45, or either of the electrodes 43 (it has written

on the bottom in the graphic display). Moreover, you may make it constitute so that the wire ball bump 59 may be formed in the upper and lower sides

of the plug 33 bottom, a conductor 1 7, and a conductor 45, or an electrode 43 and it may connect with the exterior and an electric target.

[0053] The circuit board 1000 which mounted the semiconductor device 1 concerning the gestalt of operation of this invention in drawing 1

8

is shown.

It is common to the circuit board 1000 toffse organic system substrates, such as for example, a glass EPOSHIKI substrate. It is formed in the circuit

board 1000 so that the bonding area which consists of copper may serve as a desired circuit And those electric flows are achieved by connecting

mechanically a bonding area and the external electrode of a semiconductor device 1.

[0054] In addition, since a semiconductor device 1 can be made small even in the area which mounts a component-side product with a bare chip, if

this circuit board 1000 is used for electronic equipment, the miniaturization of the electrical machinery and apparatus itself will be attained. Moreover,

a mounting tooth space can be secured more in the same area, and it is also possible to attain advanced features.

[0055] And the note type personal computer 1 200 is shown in drawing 19 as electronic equipment equipped with this circuit board 1 000. this note type

personal computer 1 200 — manufacture — it is easy, and since it has the miniaturized cheap circuit board 1 000, it can do cheaply in a miniaturization.

[0056]

[Effect of the Invention] Since it is the conductor which the electrode arranged in the beer of each semiconductor chip is performed and filled up with

plating, and flows through the electrical and electric equipment according to this invention as explained above, regardless of the precision of the size

of a beer diameter, or the hole location of beer, current can be conducted to each semiconductor chip. Moreover, the electric flow is still better, while

the plane-of-composition product of an electrode and plating becomes large and increases the reinforcement of a joint, since the electrode serves as

a conductor which a beer wall and an electrode top face are performed and filled up with plating, and flows through the electrical and electric

equipment. Moreover, since plating is performed from both a plug and an electrode and is filled up with the inside of beer, while plating construction

becomes easy, compaction of plating time amount can be aimed at.

[0057] Moreover, while connecting electrically the electrode exposed to the side-face end face of each semiconductor chip, writing as a conductor

and a component-side product's becoming small, in order to process a side-face end face and to form a conductor, from the exterior, processing is

possible and manufacture becomes easy. Since it is considering as the conductor which fills up the slot of the side-face end face of each

semiconductor chip with plating, and connects each semi-conductor CHIBBU electrically and current can be conducted to each semiconductor chip

regardless of the size of a slot, or the precision of a semiconductor chip, manufacture becomes easy.

[0058] Moreover, since manufacture is small and becomes cheap easily, a semiconductor device can obtain small and cheap electronic equipment.

[Translation done.]
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DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[Brief Description of the Drawings]
[Drawing 1] the laminating of the semiconductor chip of the 1 st operation gestalt of the semiconductor device concerning the operation gestalt of this

invention was carried out — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 2] It is the perspective view which carried out the laminating of the semiconductor chip of the 1st operation gestalt of the semiconductor -

device concerning the operation gestalt of this invention and which carried out the laminating.

[Drawing 3] the perforation process of the semiconductor chip in the 1 st operation gestalt of the semiconductor device concerning the operation
gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 4] the process which manufactures the insulator layer of the semiconductor chip in the 1st operation gestalt of the semiconductor device
concerning the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part.

[Drawing 5] the process which etches the insulator layer of the electrode of the semiconductor chip in the 1 st operation gestalt of the semiconductor
device concerning the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 6] the process which plates from the beer of the semiconductor chip in the 1 st operation gestalt of the semiconductor device concerning
the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 7] the process which removes the adhesives of the semiconductor chip in the 2nd operation gestalt of the semiconductor device concerning
the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 8] the process which manufactures the insulator layer of the semiconductor chip in the 2nd operation gestalt of the semiconductor device
concerning the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 9] the process which etches the insulator layer of the electrode of the semiconductor chip in the 2nd operation gestalt of the semiconductor
device concerning the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part.

[Drawing 1 0] the process which plates from the beer of the semiconductor chip in the 2nd operation gestalt of the semiconductor device concerning
the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 1 1] It is the perspective view which carried out the laminating of the semiconductor chip of the 3rd operation gestalt of the semiconductor
device concerning the operation gestalt of this invention.

[Drawing 1 2] the grinding operation of the semiconductor chip in the 3rd operation gestalt of the semiconductor device concerning the operation
gestalt of this invention is explained it is a side-face sectional view a part.

[Drawing 1 3] the process which manufactures the insulator layer of the semiconductor chip in the 3rd operation gestalt of the semiconductor device
concerning the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 14] the process which etches the insulator layer of the electrode of the semiconductor chip in the 3rd operation gestalt of the
semiconductor device concerning the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part
[Drawing 15] the process which plates on the side face of the semiconductor chip in the 3rd operation gestalt of the semiconductor device concerning
the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part

[Drawing 1 6] the process which shows the result of having plated on the side face of the semiconductor chip in the 3rd operation gestalt of the
semiconductor device concerning the operation gestalt of this invention is explained — it is a side-face sectional view a part.
[Drawing 17] It is the side-face sectional view of the semiconductor device concerning the operation gestalt of this invention.
[Drawing 1 8] It is the explanatory view of the example of application to the circuit board of the semiconductor device concerning an operation gestalt.
[Drawing 1 9] It is the explanatory view of the example of application to the electronic equipment of the semiconductor device concerning an operation
gestalt

[Description of Notations]

I Semiconductor Device

I I Semiconductor Chip

13 Silicon Single Crystal Substrate

1 5 Electrode

1 7 Conductor
21 Adhesives

25 Beer
27 Insulator Layer

29 Oxidation Aluminum Film

33 Plug

41 Semiconductor Chip for Side-Face Electrodes

43 Side-Face Electrode

45 Side-Face Conductor
47 Adhesives for Side-Face Electrodes

49 Insulator Layer for Side Faces
51 Oxidation Aluminum Film for Side Faces
53 Plating Inhibitor

55 Slot

57 Mould Resin

59 Wire Ball Bump
1000 Circuit Board
1 200 Note Type Personal Computer
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f y ji'-c*w 6 ft/c*5, m i f y 1 la, If 2

lb. I3^?"^l lc, •••©#

tc. 7-1 1 a. m2*«#^-?^l 1 20

?L#XUT&^ ?*tc<fc9?£«;*ft£/c&, «SW*JK»
7*»J5TC*4. ffiit. fc*T-25©

[0 03 3] &tC, 1 (317 (C^T

)

flSSft****** 7' 1 1 fc»^s*25giw©ig
^lHJS^J-Ctt, fc*T-2 5©?L©

flfifcS.i 0,©*6*SyBI2 7£g«l 3KMtSti
fetC, TJbS-^-ASgl 5©^{t7;V5^»-AJg

[0 034] CfttC*H,T, 12StWClJ, fc*T-2

5 icmtzmm 1

5

©±m©is 1 w»m2 u. sn2g
#giJ2 1b. •••^fr^fi^ttB^t/TSffil 5©JhMfc

Uibr*aHt?-7^'i 1 £»#Trs££<btc,
5=-9^1 lMltltl 3ttii&liM£i&SLfcf£, *

[0 03 5 ] m 1 KESS«4BI«tcia 1 K^jrfcfc 5

tc, S«l 3©—ffifflJl 3 atCB. T^5-»-A3&>e. 40

ft£®ffil 5«^S3fttl,»S. C©—Mil 3 a©S
Kl 3tC«, H^L/frl^S i 0,©ifft»ffll**7ft££ft-C

tc. Iil5 fCE|jj*l/&»r> F 'J ;btc«fc 911 1 mmw? v

V\ la. I2^f^l lb, ms^JmHc^^^
11c, -fccfctf, Hri&«?r>J2 1 a. *2&**V2 1

b, -4fiibfctr7-2 5-#*tt6ftS.

[0 0 3 6] i^tC, fc'7- 2 5 eft/c***?1 ?

7*i it*. !feiitt©jgi&*?¥ij2 i a, &2mmm2 1

b . •••Sri§Btr-5>:fi&?§?rijK:<fc 0. I HSl5afcJ: 50
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Z?m 2«@ 1 5 b ©S^:±(ii (Ma ) 17 ICjSt «fc

StCBfrSS (IIDa) *iWSi*3ftv «SLh®*Wffl
3ft&. co^iftf^i ittfiffS©ag-cM§ft
•5. C©*£JH. 08(c^T «fc5tc. fT-2 5©S&1
3tC«. S i 0,©*Siiy&2 7*^RSi3ftS. b*T-2
5rt©TJl'5—^-A©mSl 5 Kite, SMfcTVW 5 - a

-AI2 9 *5^§ftfcfgK* 1 ^SfifllillMitCEfcSt,

-r^mrtc, 1 5 ©0*fLLM*iiaffT- 2 5 ©rta

•SiStCLTfc^.
[0 0 3 7] &tC. fT-2 5©7JH-^-AfSl
5tC»JSSn*WbTJl'5r.»-A«l2 9 3&J. H9tCm
-Ti^CC, jltRx? 5L>^tC sfci3^*5ft-5.o Si0 2

©*g*R2 7#fc*T-2 5©gffil 3tCj&jS3*l*£&

fete, «{t7^;-a-Aji2 9»4§ns!t». &z>

5 3&SKIB $ ftfc^igffc?- ^ 1 1 ©t*T- 2 5 rttttJ.

*^i7 m i icTrs-rm i mn#n si. M2mn#i
7b, H3il($17c, •••) #7&£;*ft5. CfttCi

D, HltC^-r«fc5K. ^ 1 ¥m#3- "J 1 la. #2
amto*v?i lb, I3^?^'i l c -o»
1*®1 5 atimi^mftl 7 attcfcO, *7c. $21
Si 5b U\W2MW,W 17b tC«fc D , WiC. 13111
5 c \-xm3*1^1 7eCCJ:»J««WKfiatSft-CC»

[0 03 8] COit. ^2HJfi^TB, ^»14©^ 1

}g«?PJ2 1 a. ^2S*SIJ2 1 b. -A51il5©Im
±«j (Ma) -cmmmtm&stitcfttm* ^issi
5a, f21il5b. I3SSl5c-iay?+©

< A«c $0^ » ^©S2i»^-iS«. IH 1 SEftW

[0 03 9] ±IBH^d-C«. t'T- 2 5 <Dfflm<DW 1

««sij2 1 a, m2&mM2 i b. ««^nri»

c.m 5©±M*^sa/cwsffiT?><fc^tc, Bfje

[0 040] #tt, ^*»Sg 1 3&i«fiSStl4fl!lW«*

[ o o 4 i ] b i iB. ¥m#<&w i ©ffliiffimeffl*^

w^-yy'Ai^mmhtemm , h i 2 60 1 6 t*fflj

m^mm^-mw^ ?74i ©$3 *fe#ij©ss3»i:fi£i&

[ 0 0 4 2 ] $ 1 nn^jte£&m

2

sokM-ca. aw 0

fc¥*gf#^ ^7-1 1 tC t'T- 2 5 ?:&Wfcft, ^ft?1

»711 ^JliU t*T- 2 5 tc«M£|g!£;6£-f £ £



(6)

9

tC. tT-25F*3(C^ »+410TSSl, .gifyjW*^

5 7'lla, lib, 11c. -®Slffil5a, 15
b. i 5 c. -fttrr-2 5rt'c-en*tiy

[0 04 3 ] cfttc*fi,r. *3*aMK?tt. ^avf^K
s i <Dmw&mm¥m#* ? 74 1 ». aasn/cro®
SfifflSl^ftf^4 1 a. flM®*ffifflm2-¥i»*
?-^"4 1b, ffllir*&fllJII33£aHt???4 lc, -
©-B(CffliJffim«ffi4 3*flWH*T3|(aiL. ffliJSffl^ffi

4 3 »ffjjMtcfflijMfflm®4 3 i«a-r * 10

ffllt4 3H ^130-II13a(C7;l'S-a-

©0*3**1/TWO l/CC»5. C©ffl«l*&4 3

«, «jttf. ffliJ®mi®BI4 3 a, ffil1BW2tt&4 3

b . mmm3n®4 3 c . 1 3©—raw 1 3 a

Kltsnrus. *fh. C©IIiii4 3B 1 8«
1 3©0^Lhffl!jCDJtffitClIffi4 3 4SW, 0^L&UIH
88**ftl£Lfcj&s. flnB£Htttc. PS»c««4 3*g:W
TWWcEI^L&U[38&*«]£LT*>&l,>. 20

c 0 0 4 4 ] ajssftfcfflrasffiflisii 1 ^aw** 9 74
1 a . ffiiJ®H»BIS2*mW* ?^4 1b, MB«Sfl§
Sf3**»;^ * 7'4 1c, ~©MffiJ& 1 *®4 3 a ttflW

ffiSlla*«#4 5 afc«fc*). ffiS»2*S43b
fcMMfflffi2ii«#4 5 btc«fc9. IK, Wffi03m@4
3 c ttffiijffiSf 3 a£l«* 4 5 c tc «fc <3 HSUftCCffiR $tlT

[0045] £ tc. flltfttfifll* y^4 1

a, flra«&ftft23&Vft???4 1 b, ffl®m®BJfl

3*iftf 57*4 1 c, -&©ia%il&»*m*>6tt 30

zmmmmmm 1 swim 7 a , mwmmmm2mmm
47b. -•cmm^tixmm^nx^t.
[0046] c mmwrnm^mft? ? 74 1 », si
2*5<fcC*01 6©J:5a»33tJ6ffl©J3B"CWS3#ar
US„ 5feT. HI 2tC7jVr=fc5tc, £«U 3©—MfiJl

3a(Cii, TJl'5^-^-A^6^'5.WJffifl3mfii4 3 art*

SIS 1 3 ©i&SB ( P a ) JTlfSntl,^. C©—ffi

Ml 3 a©StSl 3tC«:, mS4 36B*ISH>T07nU&

[0047] ^tc. mwsmm^m^v ?4 1 ». in 40

1 2 tc^T <fc 5 tc. ^ffiiJS («SPP a ) fts&BUS ft*.

W^IJ$nfcffliJffi^ffl^«*^ 9 7
-

4 ltt. II 3 tCSR

r«t 5«c. ^©ss-fjn^sti. mmmm&4 3&n
ffll/TWJ/ya >*3$Scfc 9 1 3 ©£fl»J®tC

s i o t <D9mmtmm4 9imf&snzt <t<btc. m
mmw& 4 3 (D^mttymmmiTfr s - ^ -a§5 i

MffimmtT)V 5 - » -AJR5 1 tt. 014 K^Tcfc 5
tc. jl^xy^>ycc«t»3^4$n.s 0

[ 0 0 4 8 ] tfctc. SB $ ttfcffld®SffifllS& 1 50
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•^4ia, mm^.mmmz^-mw9-vV4 1 b. mr
m®fflm3^mw* v 74 i c , -©rosi& i ®B4 3

a ©jtHii. fflij®^ 2SS4 3 b om-n , inn*3n

1 5 tcm-r ,£ *> tc . f6©«j®tc ^ 9 *m±m 5 3

iy-rat»«w-w©»5 5 *»«Ta.
[0 049] Si O, ©ffi!lffi»6iliig4 9 1 3 ©
mwicmm3n£ 1 1 & tc . flmEjBHMfcr ;v s - *-a
K5 ii&s^*snrfflij®ffl^g4 3^asnfcfflij®m
ffiffl^ft^s; 7'4 1 ©«5 5 tt. ff> 9

aasn. 01 6tc^-rJ:5tc; fflij®msffl^2^»
?^4 1b, ^«WB* 3 4 1 c, -

©«gP(Pa) tC*tt{M5*sj$j£3h&. CfttCi

0.011 Ot^T «t ^ tc. ffliJSmSM^ 1 » 7"

41a. wmmmm&2¥-mfr*-»74 1 b, wMms
fflsra^ift^ s> 7*4 1 c . -©{msjh 1 m«4 3 a«
fflij®^ 1 «mf* 4 5 a (C J: »3 , SE fc. fflijffi» 2m«4 3

btt«IBHJp2»*«:4 5bK:J:«j. Etc. fl|iJ®fll3iiffi

4 3 c«ffiiJM^35»*ft4 5 c fc«fc t)«»WR:S»3ft

[005 0] C©SM !> +«. {SiJSmfe^*«#? » V
4 1 CD[giJ®fli^ffi4 3 tCH^L » *ffi^ffi©—

A^nfctitc, W7jkbtj:i>Jv*mcnwc> mi 1

tc^-T «t 5 tc. ffllBBDI 1 mS4 3 a ©*g—?*J. fflijffi» 2

mm4 3 b ©««— fflij®^3 mm4 3 c ©«e-^i. -

fttc* 7 **jafis •sr^WL- , ®mn&mm 1

f^4 1a, flfflH««fflJ»2 5|£i»fl:?-»^4 lb, fll

181113*^5^4 1 c, "imtiteftZ.
[0051] ±immmr-^ mmutcmwimmmm

S#»J4 7tCJ:l3S)SLr^<. *fc.

tt^. gfc. ffli|fflfflm^4 3«. SSI 3©^SC*

s-e-rtcwsutc J: «3 sm-r ^. «t 5 tc ort>&t>.

[0 05 2] —(«fc3 tlfcS***?- 9^1 1 , *J<t

O*, ffl[J®m@M^ft^ v 7'4 1 tt, 017 tC^T «fc -5

tc, BFf5e©lf$©je-;l'F»Bf5 7*ftl/iitrCitc«fc

•3*3l0:SgSl*s^SKSn5. S/c. 7
-5^3 3©T

ij, ^m<$i 7fc«tc>*^m^4 5©±t. m
ffi4 3©t,>-rn*>*i?. (0^-C«TffliJtC#t,iT*5) i4

»t«aw«:«iftr-s«fc5K:*atsnrt»<&. tit, ?
5^33 ©Tfflij. 1 7 *>- «t cf^rn^ 4 5 ©±t,

mg4 sic? Q^my
r^WP4*«WCC«ttf4 J: 9 tc#jS;T4 <fc 5 tc L-T

[ 0 0 5 3 ] M 1 8 tCtt. ^W©HJS©^SStC^4*

isissasi oo otcw. mz.it. *7xx#^sif
©*«K»«*fflir»sci *5-®a«jr* 4 . uss»«

l



u

[0 0 5 4] ft*>\ #aSf*i§§ 1 tt. SlilM?l£-<T^

?. c<o@ssaffi iooo ^m^B»tcm^tiiiwm

*0*ti fester* -s.

[0 05 5 ] ^br, C©laIS§S«l o o o£«x.sm

£i 2 0 o=&^uri,>-5„ co/-H^-yt;i/3>
b*a -* 1 200B. USKSS-C^^tStiytaSHiaiHl

0 0 0 *«iTl»5fc«6. /MS-ffcTSfflJCT*

s.

[0056]

? ? :/© t:r-rtccER 5 ihfc^ffiK:a v *rtm

«>. fcfT-ifi&CEMv fc*T-©?Lftg©¥»

[ o o 5 7 ] s tc. &¥-m#? v ymmmwicmm l

«vhs < ft -s 4 £ *> tc . flras&ftu: l>rmm»*&

ft*.

[0 0 5 8 ] ^«#«S«»jt^g-C, *>o >

/J>Br^ffittftStefc. /hSr3HBft«?«g*»S c

[BB©flMifttt9n

[ni] *¥m(Dmmi&K%*m&mm<Dm i site

[H2 ] #f£w©siite^tc&*w*^g©ifr i site

[0 3 ] *j^©£^fi^ffi£^ftttjE©& 1 Site

[B4 ] ^mM^Mmmimz^mwrnmcDm i site
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5-gpffldSirffiiiir*s

.

[05] *^©Hlfe^SSCC#5,^^g©m 1 Site

[0 6] *^©Hte?l5SS(c#5*«^«©« l Site

[07] *SBj©Hte»*J^^*Sft«g©m2Site

[0 8 ] *mi<Dmmjmt£ffizzmti&z&®?ii2mM

w?z-$nmffimw®-c$>z>.
[0 9 ] *&w<Dmm&mic&z¥m#mmc>m2nM

[0io] *^©*te^<«tc#s*i»i*sia©m2Si
WBJBKfcWS^Sfl:* 9 7"© f f *£tefx

[011] *»H©£^S^ffi£¥*t^K©*-3X

[012] *^sj©site^«:^^¥^«g©m3Sl

[013] *mw<DmnBmK.&2,*m&mm(Dn3m

ttWT4-aHWfflWrffllB"C**.

[014] ^^©90i^ttec«2^m^Bo«3%
30 teBss^fcw^**^^ 9 v<Dim<Dmm*x-

[015] *^Hj©HJSJ^JStC^^^^i|g©^3Sl
teff^tC*}W£¥2g#?L 9 7-©ffliJMtC^

«rl»W?S -SPffliJM»fM0r* 5

.

[016] ##PJ©S«m*J{c^£4^&^g©m3Sl
te^^ccfew4 ^ 9 zfoumtcsv*zm htcm

[0 l 7 ] *%Bj©5Ug^{C^S^#^g©WK
ffi0r*ab-S.

40 [018] mffi%m<,m&mmwm&(Dmmmfa^<Dm
mm<Dtst.w®-c3r>z>.

[019] nti^sB«:ffii^»»«a©«T-«s^©a

i ^«#^g
i i mm»^ v

?

13 ->ij3>wBi«
i 5 mm
1 7 mm,»

50 2 1 Dg#?flJ
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4 5 fflfiGWttft
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* 4 9 ffiiJffifflii&StK

5 1 mmmmitr;us-*-a&
5 3 ^ » *B&jfc»l

55 $
5 7 K«m
5 9 9 +>-!}?-

iooo
1 2 00 ,>-|-arC-y?\n/3>hfa-*
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